Real time data supply
Fast and efficient
As of 1 July 2018 the real time data supply obligation enters into force.
Accordingly, taxpayers are required to supply information to the NTCA on all the
invoices with a minimum HUF 100,000 VAT content issued by an invoicing
programme. The data should be submitted to the tax authority in a predefined
format, which will generate a unique identification code.
Each code should be retained for each invoice.
How can Deloitte support your compliance?
Unique expertise

Technology driven approach

Our tax advisory experts have a
profound knowledge and industry
specific experience, with access to the
best Hungarian, regional and global
practice.

Our dedicated Tax Technology team is
familiar with the latest technology
trends, and they can implement them in
your taxation practice. In addition to
ensuring compliance, our innovative
solutions provide maximum efficiency.

Up-to-date market knowledge

Customized solutions

During our work we regularly consult the
tax authority and legislators in order to
provide advice and solutions to our
clients based on current expectations.

We understand that each organisation
has its unique needs and priorities;
therefore our advisory services and VAT
technology products are flexible in
order to ensure adaptability to the given
company.

Automate online data supply with VATOnline
VATOnline is an automation software supported by a local knowledge base, ensuring efficient, real time online data
supply.
Why is it worth using VATOnline for automation?

It ensures
continuous
compliance

It can fully
automate the
mandatory data
supply process

It automatically
organises invoice
data in a structure
required by law,
and uploads
directly into the
NTCA system

It automatically
assigns the
confirmation
codes generated
by the tax
authority to the
invoices

It guarantees the
protection of
confidential tax
and business data

VATOnline is a comprehensive solution for fulfilling the real time data supply obligations
effective as of 1 July 2018.

Implementation options

1.

Automated data upload
In this case data should be uploaded to a network folder, to which VATOnline has access. The system automatically
downloads data, and prepares and files the correct report. Then the system will assign the confirmation codes
received from the NTCA to each invoice.
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2.

Full automation
The programme can be directly linked to the ERP system. In this case the system automatically downloads data,
and prepares and files the correct report; then it assigns the confirmation codes received from the NTCA to each
invoice.
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